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POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

DOCKET N0. 50-333

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE

Amendment No.197
License No. DPR-59

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that:

A. The application for amendment by Power Authority of the State
of New York (the licensee) dated June 30, 1993, complies with the
standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended (the Act) and the Commission's rules and regulations set forth
in 10 CFR Chapter I;

8. The facility will operate in conformity with the application,
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of the
Commission;

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the health and
safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be conducted
in compliance with the Commission's regulations;

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public; and

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part
51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements
have been satisfied.

2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment,
and paragraph 2.C.(2) of Facility Operating License No. DPR-59 is hereby
amended to read as follows:
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(2) Technical Specifications ,

1 Technical Specifications contained in Appendices A and B, as
r( c vsed through Amendment No.197, are hereby incorporated in the
license. The licensee shall operate the facility in accordance with
the Technical Specifications.

,

3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance to be
implemented within 30 days.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
;

O d. f
Robert A. Capra, Director

,

Project Directorate I-l

Division of Reacter Projects - I/II
,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation :

Attachment:
Changes to the Technical i

Specifications !

|

Date of Issuance: September 9,1993
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ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO.197

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-59

DOCKET NO. 50-333

Revise Appendix A as follows:

Remove Paaes Insert Paaes
165 165
188 188
188a 188a
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JAFNPP
.

3.7 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.7 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

3.7 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 4.7 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
t

Anoticabilitv: Aooficabilitv:

Applies to the operating status of the primary and secondary Applies to the primary and secondary containment integrity. -

containment systems.
-|

Objective: Objective:

To assure the integrity of the primary and secondary containment To verify the integrity of the primary and secondary containment
systems. systems.

Soecification: Soecification: ,

A. Primary Containment A. Primary Containment

t

|- 1. The level from the bottom of the torus and temperature 1. The torus water level and temperature shall be monitored ;

of the water in the torus shall be maintained within the as specified in Table 4.2-8. ;
following limits whenever the reactor is critical or
whenever the reactor coolant temperature is greater than The accessible interior surfaces of the drywell and above
212'F and irradiated fuel is in the reactor vessel: the water line of the torus shall be inspected each

operating cycle for evidence of deterioration.
| a. Maximum level of 14.00 feet. i

Whenever there is indication of relief valve operation or
,

| b. Minimum level of 13.88 feet. testing which adds heat to the suppression pool, the pool '

temperature shall be continuously recorded until the heat
The torus water level may be outside the above addition is terminated. The operator will verify that |

| limits for a maximum of four (4) hours as a result of average temperature is within applicable limits every 5
required operability testing of HPCl, RCIC, RHR, CS, minutes. In lieu of continuous recording, the operator !

| and the Drywell - Torus Vacuum Relief System. shalllog the temperature every 5 minutes.

c. Maximum water temperature Whenever there is indication of relief valve operation with
the temperature of the suppression pool reaching 160 F

(1) During normal power operation maximum or more and the primary coolant system pressure greater
water temperature shall be 95'F. than 200 psig, an external visual examination of the torus

shall be conducted before resuming power operation.
.

!
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3.7 BASES (cont'd)

Using the minimum or maximum torus water level (which Using a 40 F rise (Section c.2 FSAR) in the torus water |
are based on downcomer submergence levels where temperature and a maximum initial temperature of 95 F, a
13.88 feet above the bottom of the torus is 0.005 feet temperature of 145 F is achieved, which is well below the
higher than the minimum submergence of 51.5 inches and 170oF temperature which is used for complete
14.00 feet above the bottom of the torus is equivalent to condensation.
the maximum submergence of 53 inches assumed in
containment analyses) containment pressure during the For an initial maximum torus water temperature of 95 F |
design basis accident is approximately 45 psig which is and assuming the normal complement of containment
below the design of 56 psig. The minimum downcomer cooling pumps (two LPCI pumps and two RHR service,

submergence of 51.5 inches results in a minimum torus water pumps) containment pressure is not required to
water volume of approximately 105,600 feet'. The maintain adequate net positive suction head (HPSH) for
majority of the Bodega tests (9) were run with a the core spray LFCI and HPCI pumps.

| submerged length of 4 feet and with complete
condensation. Thus, with respect to downcomer Limiting suppression pool temperature to 130 F during
submergence, this specification is adequate. Additional RCIC, HPCI, or relief valve operation, when decay heat
JAFi4PP specific analyses done in connection with tha and stored energy are removed form the primary system
Mark | Containment-Suppression Chamber integrity by discharging reactor steam directly to the tc,rus assures |
Program indicate the adequacy of the specified range of adequate margin for a potential blowdown any time during
submergence to ensure that dynamic forces associated RCIC, HPCI, or relief valve operation.

| with pool swell do not result in overstress of the torus or
associated structures. Levelinstrumentation is provided Experimental data indicates that excessive steam
for operator use to maintain downcomer submergence condensing loads can be avoided if the peak temperatere
within the specified range. of the suppression poolis maintained below 160 F during

any period of relief valve operation with sonic conditions
The maximum temperature at the end of blowdown tested at the discharge exit. Specifications have been placed on
during the Humboldt Bay (10) and Bodega Bay tests was the envelope of reactor operating conditions so that the
170"F, and this is conservatively taken to be the limit for reactor can be depressurized in a timely manner to avoid
complete condensation of the limit for complete the regime of potentially high torus loadings. |
condensation of the reactor coolant, although
condensation would occur for temperatures above 170 F.

Amendment No. [, ,1[8,1/j,197
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3.7 BASES (Cont'd)

in addition to the limits on temperature of the suppression
if a loss-of-coolant accident were to occur when the reactorpool water, operating procedures define the action to be taken water temperature is below 330'F, the containment pressure

in the event a relief valve inadvertently opens or sticks open. will not exceed the 56 psig design pressure, even if no
These procedures include: (1) use of all available means to condensation were to occur. The maximum allowable pool

| close the valve, (2) initiate suppression pool cooling, (3) temperature, whenever the reactor is above 212"F, shall beinitiate reactor shutdown, and (4) if other relief valves are governed by this
used to depressurize the reactor, their discharge shall be
separated from that of the stuck-open relief valve to assure
mixing and uniformity of energy insertion to the pool.

.

Because of the largs volume and thermal capacity of the
suppression pool, the volume and temperature normally
changes very slowly and monitoring these parameters daily is
sufficient to establish any temperature trends. By requiring
the suppression pool temperature to be verifiad as within
applicable limits every 5 minutes as well as continuously
recorded (the operator can log temperature during verification
if continuous recording is not available) during periods of
significant heat addition, the temperature treads will be
closely followed so that appropriate action can be taken.
There are alarms at applicable limits to provide further
assurance of appropriate action. The requirement for an
external visual examination following any event where
potentially high loadings could occur provides assurance that
no significant damage was encountered. Particular attention
should be focused on structural discontinuities in the vicinity
of the relief valve discharge since these are expected to be the
points of highest stress.

dAm:ndment No. J ,197
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